Multiple Inhibitory Mechanisms of Lidocaine on Bradykinin Receptor Activity in Model Sensory Neurons.
Local anesthetics (LAs) are often infiltrated subcutaneously for localized perioperative numbing. In addition to blocking nerve conduction, LAs act on pathways used by a variety of pain-inducing and inflammatory mediators. We describe the effects in isolated model sensory neurons of LAs on responses to the algogenic and sensitizing peptide, bradykinin (BK). ND/7 sensory neurons were stimulated by different concentrations of BK in the presence or absence of LAs, with transient increases in intracellular calcium (Δ[Ca]in) detected fluorometrically in fields of cells. Equilibrium saturable binding of radiolabeled BK also was conducted on the same type of cells, with and without LA. Responses to low BK (5 nM) were inhibited by lidocaine at 1 mM (approximately 35% inhibition) and 10 mM (approximately 70% inhibition), whereas responses to high BK (100 nM) were unaffected by 1 mM yet inhibited (approximately 75%) by 10 mM lidocaine. Bupivacaine (1 and 2 mM) did not reduce peak Δ[Ca]in (using 5 nM BK). Lidocaine's quaternary derivative, QX-314 (10 mM), also was ineffective on peak Ca (5 nM BK). Saturation binding of BK showed that lidocaine lowered the binding capacity (Bmax) without changing the KD, consistent with noncompetitive inhibition. At subclinical concentrations, lidocaine suppresses BK's activation of model sensory neurons. This effect adds to the known analgesic mechanisms of LAs and likely contributes to the reduction of postincisional pain.